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 Chapter Link 
 *REDACTED* 

 *buzzzz* 

 Hello? Hello? It's me! *REDACTED*. We need help. 
 The timeline is destabilizing and the core is 

 malfunctioning. We need *REDACTED*. We need #@(. 
 The world depends on *REDACTED*. You need to send 

 him the message. I just don’t know where to put the 
 chapter! I know 4th wall breaking is weird and creepy, 
 but we need YOU. Yes. YOU. the reader. Find the link 
 and send the message to *REDACTED*. Hopefully he 

 will know what to do with it. 

 “Our world depends on you.” 

 Welp, now that that's out of the way. Hey! I’m 

 *REDACTED*, but you already know that. 

 I have been floating around in space trying to keep it in 

 tip-top shape for years now! (or so I think..) 

 Anomalies happen all the time, so I'm always on my toes! 

 (stupid timetravelers…) 

 So how about you?... 

 Hello? 

 Oh.. I forgot you can’t respond. That’s ok! I didn’t really 

 feel like talking anyways. 

 … 

 (Urg, I really need to get my life together. I really hope I 

 get to meet that Jack guy.) 

 I don’t really know what else to say, so goodbye! You can 

 leave now 

 1| <cmd:/reload/> 

 2| ... 

 3| <cmd:/text/=”The universe is destabilizing way too fast. 

 I don’t know if the other world hold up for long.”/> 

 4| ... 

 5| <cmd:/text/=”If the message doesn’t go through, we 

 will all be doomed.”/> 

 6| ... 

 7| <cmd:/text/=”The whole universe rests on their 

 shoulders right now.”/> 

 8| <cmd:/end/> 

 Jeff!  by JeffFan444 

 THE NEW SURVIVOR SEASON IS SO GOOD! I 

 honestly love the season so much, the plot twists are so 

 good wow. 

 JEFF LIES - 

 Ok so on one of the newest episodes of Survivor 

 season 41, the person who got voted out said something 

 like “Don’t do this to me Jeff” when Jeff’s about to snuff 

 their torch, and Jeff goes “I take no fun in this.” THAT'S 

 SUCH A LIE JEFF, WE ALL KNOW YOU ARE 

 SMILING AS YOU SNUFF PEOPLES’ TORCHES. 

 DO OR DIE -  **this part contains season 41 spoilers** 

 On last night's Survivor episode (season 41) there 

 was this challenge at the  Immunity  challenge, and the 

 first person who got out had to compete in a challenge 

 called do or die. Do or Die took place in tribal council. 

 Jeff placed three boxes in front of the person who got do 

 or die, and Jeff told them to pick one box. Out of the 

 three boxes, one had a torch drawing, which meant they 

 got to stay in the game and would have immunity. And in 

 the other two boxes, there was a skull drawing, which 

 meant they would go home without any vote. Was the 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BcqwHMjbch7zHvkRZff00mtkxhvsqZOzQcxvYX2_T3U/edit?usp=sharing
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 person safe? I’M NOT TELLING. Watch Survivor to find 

 out :D! 

 FAVORITE SEASONS - 

 I’ve decided to rank every single Survivor season 

 from worst to best (In my opinion) But, since there are 41 

 seasons, I am not going to rank all. Just my top 10 

 favorites! I do have to do A LOT of thinking, so here is a 

 list of seasons in the running :) 

 Island of the Idols, Season 41, David vs Goliath, Game 

 Changers, Blood vs Water, Heroes vs Villains, Cagayan, 

 Kaôh Rōng, Cambodia, Millennials vs Gen X, Edge of 

 Extinction, Micronesia, and it goes on! 

 I’M MAD- 

 I was watching Island of the Idols with my family a 

 few weeks ago, and it showed the winner of the season I 

 was going to watch next!! REALLY JEFFFFFF?!? 

 To Prove My Worth 
 by William & Joza 

 Tristion 

 The task Alcaz gave me was simple, and also not. 
 I had to gather 3 toads, 2 heads of European white 
 truffle, and the most difficult of all, the tail of a 
 clownfish. It would be worth it though, after he 
 would give me a magical sword! Alcaz told me 
 specifically: “IF you get me those items, I will give 
 you the most powerful sword I have, it is magical 
 too!” 

 First, the toads. I spotted one right away, I 
 quickly ran and grabbed it. But where to put it? I 
 would put it… Where would I put it? I put in an 
 empty beehive. Now I will get some truffles. I 
 walked through the forest, but not even finding a 
 regular truffle. I searched for the entire day, but 

 did not find anything. I went to bed and hoped to 
 get better luck tomorrow. 

 Alcaz 

 HA! That FOOL! If he was actua�y SMART he 
 may or may not realize �at a European white truff le is 
 one of �e hardest �ings to come by! I have lived in 
 �is forest for years and I didnt even notice one! 
 HAHA!  And �e “magic” sword is a  ¢  1 “magic” sword 
 I got at �e  You Got No Cents store  ™   ! For a� I know 
 it's made of styrofoam!  I would �en be able to make a 
 potion �at would make me IMMORTAL!!!!!  I would 
 �en be able to defeat Marvan!!!!! 

 HA HA HA- 
 *Cough* 
 HA HAAAA!!!!!! 
 I have a li�le bit of a sore �roat. 

 Hey guys were back with another article but 

 today we decided to drop BVR sports update because we 

 did not have enough information to keep providing new 

 articles every week, so if you enjoyed these articles we 

 are deeply apologetic. Anyway you might be wondering 

 what we're going to do and the answer to that question is 

 that we are going to review the food at Beaver, which we 

 are both very excited about. We will review two of the 

 meals each week and give feedback on it (we will only 

 review the main course), but enough talk lets review the 

 food! 

 BVR Eats 
 by Keola & Charlie 

 Food item #1:  Pizza on Monday 

 The classic square Beaver pizza is a very common 

 meal that almost all of the students enjoy every time it is 

 served. Kaitie Born (6th) said, “The pizza was very thick 

 with not that much cheese and lots of sauce but still was 

 top notch like always.” She ranked it 9.5/10! 
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 Food item #2:  Beaver Meatballs on Wednesday 

 The meatballs are delicious yet somewhat fancy 

 for a great main or side of your meal! Also not to mention 

 their great taste! Lawrence Rosembert (6th) said, “The 

 meatballs were really saucy (tomato sauce) and they were 

 the delicious meatballs you love!” He also said they were 

 very juicy. He ranked it 7/10! 

 Thank you for reading the 1st Beaver Eats. Have a 

 great rest of your week, and we’ll see you next time bye! 

 If you want to be interviewed by BVREats email us at 

 schafferc28@bcdschool.org  &  appletonk28@bcdschool.org 

 Thunder Escaping 
 Chapter 10 - Trapped  by Quinn 

 “Look what you’ve done now, you stupid cubs, 

 you’ve gotten us trapped!” snarled a pack wolf with a gold 

 tint to her silver fur and a scar on her side. 

 “Dust-” Jet began placatingly. 

 “Don’t you DARE speak that way to me, you 

 would be dead without us you ungrateful mutt!” Moon 

 snapped back, drawing her lips back and baring her teeth. 

 Thunder stepped between them, resting his tail 

 on her shoulders. “This isn’t the time for fighting, we need 

 to start going back,” Thunder said, fighting to keep down 

 his own panic at the thought of going all the way back to 

 the beginning. 

 “We can’t, i-it got blocked by rocks,” stutters Ice, 

 weaving his way to the front, “I was the last to get in the 

 cave, I heard a crash and when I turned around it was 

 completely blocked off. There might have been a small 

 hole but all too tight for any fit through, it would be a 

 waste of time and energy.” 

 “Then what do you suggest we do, bird brain? Just 

 sit here and wait politely for our good old buddy Death to 

 pay us all a visit?” Moon hissed, her temper not at all 

 cooled by Thunder’s weak attempts to pacify her. 

 “Let’s just go back, maybe one of the rocks fell 

 loose,” he suggested, yet his heart was not in it. 

 Moon inhaled sharply and seemed to zone out 

 for a couple seconds. 

 “Moon!” Thunder said, shaking her with his paw. 

 “The river!” Moon gasped, her words echoing off 

 the walls in the following silence. “How would it get in if 

 this was a dead end, this comes from the ocean, meaning 

 it is through this river, I might be able to convince the 

 water spirits to make a current for us,” 

 “How would we know if it takes us anywhere,” 

 said Jet, more careful than hostile. 

 “The water spirits told me,” she replied, an edge 

 to her voice. 

 “What if you mess up, you could kill us all,” Dust 

 asked scathinly. 

 “We don’t have a  choice,  ” Mist emphasized, 

 flicking her tail in the other direction. “This is salt water, 

 it took us two days to travel this far. I don't think we 

 could make it another two days without drinking even if 

 it is somehow open now.” 

 “I’ll do my best, pray to the spirits I succeed.” 

 Back to Zodiac, Fashion, & Break 
 by That Gurl Lay Lay & Young Queen Bee 

 M� compute� i� no� workin�, La� La�! 
 We� did you use it during break, B�? 
 N� wa� I supp�se� t�? 
 No We� did you  ? 
 N�. The� wh� ar� yo� tellin� m�? Psss� La� i� 

 i� workin�. 
 Oh sh�t, remind me to delete �is!!! 

 Hey y’all it’s ya gurls Lay Lay and B-e-e and Today 

 we are talking about the next Zodiac Yasss!!!!! 

 SAGITTARIUS!!!!!! 
 A Sagittarius values  independence and  the ability to 

 do what they want  , when they want, above all else.  They 

 are adventurers, risk-takers, and have a sharp business 

 and sports mentality. Sagittarius natives are known for 

mailto:schafferc28@bcdschool.org
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 their emotional intelligence, 

 which helps them to connect with 

 others. Got it from google because 

 yassss queeeennnnn best thing 

 eva!!!! Yeah the purple is amazing 

 and I am slightly Jelly about their 

 style! Sagittarius is supposed to be 

 strong and powerful. They can be 

 very intense when they want something deeply and they 

 usually get it after hard work and dedication. They have 

 extreme determination which helps them get what they 

 want! Sagittarius is known to be strong and very 

 confident! So if you are a Saggitariouse and your birthday 

 is between November 22 and December 21 CONGRATS 

 UR A SAGG!!! And happy birthday!!! Saggitariose likes to 

 wear darker clothing like purple. They are a little 

 mysterious and very smart. They are outgoing unlike 

 some other zodiac we know! And they speak up for other 

 people too! Because of their strong personality and 

 confidence they can speak out and really be heard! SO 

 YASS QUEEN SAGG!!! 

 ❄WINTER SKINCARE!!!!❅ 

 Ok guys it is now a brick city out 

 there and we need to make sure our 

 skin is not crackly. First of all you 

 need to stock up your own lip 

 products so they don’t bleed in the 

 winter so I recommend...  It is really 

 cool. You can get it at Ulta and Sephora or anywhere you 

 can get skin care products. 

 I also recommend  It is a water 

 sleeping mask and it  hydrates dry skin 

 from cold weather and  you can get it 

 from Sephora too!  Thank you 

 Google. 

 THIS IS FROM 

 LUSH YOU 

 HAVE TO TRY OUT 

 THEIR NEW 

 UNICORN 

 BATH BOMB!! 

 BYE GUYS WE HOPE YOU LOVED THIS ARTICLE 

 AND ALSO HEADS UP ON THE BEAVER FILM 

 FESTIVAL IT GOT DELAYED BY TEN DAYS SO YALL 

 HAVE EVEN  MORE TIME TO MAKE IT SCARY AND 

 AWESOME!!! I WILL DEFINITELY BE ENTERING!!!!!!!! 

 ALSO HAPPY HANUKKAH FOR THE PEEPS 

 WHO ARE CELEBRATING IT!!!! I HOPE Y'ALL GET 

 AWESOME PRESENTS!!!!! 

 BTW IT’S GONNA SNOW SOON!!!!!! 

 YAYAYAYAY!!!!! ANYWAYZ! THXXXXX SO MUCH 

 FOR READING I HOPE YALL HAVE AN AWESOME 

 WEEKEND AND I HOPE 

 WE HAVE SOME SNOW 

 TOO!!!! HAPPY B-DAY FOR 

 THE PEEPS WHO ARE 

 SAGITTARIUS!!!!!! OK 

 BYEEEE. ALSO IF U ARE 

 FEELING DOWN 

 IN THE DUMPS JUST 

 LOOK AT MY CUTE 

 DOG!!!!!!!!!!!    TTYL!!! 

 SHOOT!!!  La� La� W� di� no� delet� th� 
 thin� a� th� to�!!! 

 EEP. 

 Nice Advice  by Niceperson223 

 Welcome back readers, today I have two new 

 questions for you that may or may not help you. Our first 

 question is “I  like this one boy but he was mean to me, 

 but I think I kinda like this other boy  .  But I don’t know 

 which one to like!” 

 Honestly that’s not up to me, but what I would say 

 is picture yourself with both of them and see which one 

 you’d be happier with, remember looks aren't everything, 

 and also you can have more than 1 crush. 

 Now let’s talk about our second piece of advice. “I 

 have two different friend groups that I hang out with but 

 they don’t mix, I like them both but I’m scared if I hang 

 out with one more then the other one will be mad”. 

 What I would say to this is switch off sit with one at 
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 lunch and then the other in class. 

 Remember, if you want to write to me just email 

 niceadvice223@gmail.com  , and now I put a box right 

 outside Ms. FitzGerald's class. Happy Writing! 

 Movie Review:  Teen Beach 
 by Brittany & Addie 

 Ok let's get to the point.  Teen 

 Beach  is the best/worst movie of all 

 time. And you may ask, What is this 

 movie about? It's your lucky day. This 

 movie is one of those Disney movies 

 from 2010-2017. Kenny Ortega (directed 

 Descendants  and  Camp Rock  ) directed 

 Teen Beach  and had a bunch of other 

 movies you might know. 

 Teen Beach  is about these two teenagers who go 

 surfing and a big wave takes them out.  They end up in 

 this TV show called  Wet Side Story  .  And they basically 

 mess the TV show up. There are also bad guys trying to 

 send a storm to the town. How will Mac and Brady save 

 the day?! So that is a summary of the movie for you, now 

 let's get into what we think about it. 

 Now, did we sell the movie to you? If not, why don’t 

 you keep reading. Sure this movie looks kind of childish, 

 but it’s funny because of that. 

 The characters do things that 

 no one would do, but it makes 

 the movie better. The 

 characters also have 

 personalities. It’s a good 

 movie, but of course it could be better. It also might not 

 grab your attention because it’s for 7 year olds. But if 

 you’re fine with a movie like that you should definitely 

 watch it. The songs are catchy and the dances (which I 

 know) are fun to learn if you want to learn them. If you 

 like teen beach or want to watch something else, there is 

 also a second. BUt this time characters from the tv show 

 come into OUR world. That’s what we think of  Teen 

 Beach  the movie. 

 Thank you for reading our article. Please send any 

 movie recommendations to us, we will most likely send 

 out a form for you to fill out if you have ideas. Make sure 

 you watch  Teen Beach  the Movie! 

 “This thing never won a oscar.” -Mac from  Teen 

 Beach the Movie 

 Anxiety & Emetophobia 
 by Natalie & Katie 

 This week we are going to be talking about dealing 

 with anxiety, but specifically about spreading awareness 

 about Emetophobia. This week we will also be splitting it 

 into two different parts, Katie’s will talk about the 

 experience. Natalie will talk about coping skills for 

 anxiety and how emetophobia (fear of vomit)developed 

 for us. 

 From National Institutes of Health (  ncbi.nlm.nih.gov  ) 

 A disproportionate fear of vomiting, or emetophobia, is a 

 chronic and disabling condition which is characterized 

 by a tendency to avoid a wide array of situations or 

 activities that might increase the risk of vomiting. Unlike 

 many other subtypes of specific phobia, emetophobia is 

 fairly difficult to treat. 

 Natalie’s coping skills: 

 Some of the coping skills I use when I get anxious 

 are these:  I do this thing called 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 colors, where I 

 choose a color and I find 5 things that are that color and 

 then I pick a different color and 4 things that are that 

 color, etc. The next thing I do is called infinity breathing. 

 You move your hands in an infinity sign formation and 

 when your hand goes up you breathe in and when your 

 hand goes down you breathe out. 

 I (Natalie) developed emetophobia from a very 

 young age, I actually don't remember not having it. 

 sometimes it would be worse than other times. March 

 2020 It happened and it was very traumatic. I had to go 

 to McLean Anxiety Mastery Program for 4 weeks straight 

 4 days a week 2 hours a day. I am so much better now. 

 I (Katie) will be talking about experiencing 

 emetophobia. Now it depends on the scenario on how I 

mailto:niceadvice223@gmail.com
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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 react. If I saw it happen I would immediately start to cry, 

 because the first thing I feel is my stomach drop and my 

 heart stop. Then people immediately start seeing me cry 

 and stress out and questions and comments fly at me. 

 “What's wrong with you!?” 

 “Are you okay?” 

 “Stop overreacting, it's just puke!” 

 All of those things. I hate that. Everyone I know that 

 has emetophobia hates it. Don’t assume we're weird, 

 annoying, overreacting, or being childish just because 

 we're freaking out. The best thing is to sympathize with us 

 and try to distract us or ask what you can do to help us 

 feel better. You could ask, “Hey, is there anything I can do 

 for you?” One thing I like to do if people are being 

 stressed that also helps me if i'm stressed is if you ask the 

 stressed person random questions to distract them from 

 the stress like, 

 “So what's your favorite color?” 

 “How has your day been?” 

 “What did you have for breakfast?” 

 “If you had a nickname what would you want it to 

 be?” 

 Those are some ideas I like when it comes to 

 distracting questions. After the stressed person asks them 

 questions, now this is me, but fresh air, and fidgets, and 

 coloring pages, and more activities or just going for a 

 walk. Anything to calm me down, distract me, and NOT 

 make assumptions helps. This is how I deal with someone 

 puking, seeing it, talking about it, or just hearing certain 

 words about it. Thanks for reading my part and have a 

 nice day. 

 Thank you for reading about our experiences, advice, 

 and if you need any advice or any advice you can email 

 me (Katie) at  bornk28@bcdschool.org  . Thanks and have a 

 nice day. 

 Christmas Movie Mayhem  by Jaz 

 Hey there it's Jaz and today I'm going to be 

 talking about the coolest holiday movies! (get it coolest 

 because it's cold ha ha...wow that was such a dad joke) 

 Okay let's get into the movies. 

 Elf  : 

 Elf  is about a boy who was accidentally taken to the 

 north pole when he was a baby. He was raised by Santa 

 as an elf. Eventually he learned he wasn't a real elf and 

 became determined to go to his hometown, New York to 

 reunite with his biological parents. There's one issue 

 though, his father doesn't know he exists. What will 

 happen next? You'll have to watch it to find out! This 

 movie is a classic and is great if you love adventure, 

 laughs, and Christmas! Reid Bugbee says, “Amazing, 

 funny and creative,” which I agree with! 

 The Grinch  : 

 Before i start i just wanted to say that there is an 

 animated and real movie but we'll get to that later, let's 

 continue.  The Grinch  is about a green creature who  hates 

 Christmas. You might be thinking, it's a bit weird that a 

 Christmas movie where the main character doesn't like 

 Christmas, well you're wrong. Basically there's this thing 

 called the Grinch who lives on top of a mountain in 

 Whoville with his dog Max. He doesn't have very good 

 memories of Christmas and gets pretty sad, lonely, and 

 jealous during the holidays. Eventually one Christmas he 

 decides he wants to “steal Christmas” by going into each 

 house and taking all the presents, decorations, and food. 

 I asked Ms. FitzGerald what she thought of this movie. 

 “The Jim Carrey version creeps me right out. I won’t 

 watch it. BUT, the more recent animated version is 

 heartwarming and full of laughs. I really did laugh out 

 loud.” 

 Nailed it: Holiday  : 

 (this is not a movie but i still wanted to include it) 

 Have you ever heard of the show  Nailed It  ? If not then 

 here's a quick overview. It's basically a cooking show with 

 a ton of people who AREN'T professional chefs who try 

 to recreate already made desserts, like cakes and 

 cupcakes etc.) as best they can! It's super funny and it's 

 cool to see the thought process of some people who don't 

 know what they're doing. I asked my friend Cassie what 

mailto:bornk28@bcdschool.org
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 they thought of this show: “I like the show because it's 

 funny to see people fail and still have a chance to win 

 money!” Thank you for those exquisite words. Now I just 

 want to say before I continue that there's no such thing as 

 “bad decorations” or “failing” even if I just said it. 

 Everything’s ok and even if it doesn't look how you want 

 it to then you just know you're still learning and you can 

 always improve! Ok now let's continue. 

 Last Christmas  : 

 By Paul Feig 

 Last Christmas  is about a woman named Kate who has  a 

 dream of becoming an actor but is currently working in a 

 Christmas shop. One day a man walks in and asks her out. 

 This movie is a crazy romance story and I would tell you 

 more but there's a lot of twists and I don't want to ruin 

 anything. “  Not my usual type of film, but I really  liked it. I 

 did. Don't believe the critics, this movie has a lot of heart 

 and a message that I think a lot of folks will resonate with. 

 I figured out the twist almost instantly, but it didn't take 

 anything away from it. Like, this isn't  Inception  .  It's a 

 Christmas comedy film. Go in expecting that, and you 

 won't be disappointed at all,”  is what a local watcher  said. 

 Thank you user “j” . I love this review. 

 Home alone  : 

 By John Hughes 

 Last but not least we have  Home Alone  , the classic.  This 

 movie is about a boy named Kevin who got left behind 

 when his whole family went on vacation. He thinks he's 

 alone and loves it but little does he know that 2 crooks try 

 to rob his house. He set up crazy traps and tried to keep 

 them out of his house! Ms. Smith has a few things she 

 would like to say. “Essential holiday viewing, amazing mix 

 of humor, family and carol of the bells. And there are a 

 bunch of amazing one-liners.” 

 Credits to Brittany and Ms. FitzGerald for helping with 

 movie ideas and to Ms. Smith, Cassie, Reid, Ms. 

 FitzGerald and Brittany for weighing in with what they 

 thought of the movies. 

 It’s Been Ten Years 
 A  murder  story  by Katie 

 Day one hour three. 

 The trees were caving in and we had no idea 

 where to go... We turn to each other then turn away. 

 “I found a hatchet!” 

 “Cool! Let's cut the trees.” 

 “I broke the hatchet…” 

 “Idiot!” I say as the trees start to pull away from 

 us. I got it! If we are rude to each other the trees let us 

 through. 

 “Stupid! Dummy! Idiot!” I scream in his face. 

 “WELL I NEVER LOVED YOU!” Benjamin 

 screamed in my face not even knowing what I was 

 doing… 

 The trees start to pull apart back to normal 

 letting us escape. I storm away out of the street and back 

 home. Benjamin had no idea I was yelling at him to open 

 the trees but I did not need to know what he meant by  - 

 “I never loved you!”- I was scared something was about to 

 happen. 


